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IBRD has raised 

US$11 
bn

145
green bond
transactions

19
currencies

in

in

Growth of the green bond market

Source: Bloomberg, World Bank and other public sources (July 31, 2018)
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Road Map for issuing green bonds

1. Identify potential green projects
2. Develop Green Bond framework

• Define green bond criteria and project selection 
process

• Set up processes and controls for the use and 
management of proceeds

• Define monitoring and reporting processes
3. Get an external review

4. Allocate proceeds to the projects
5. Monitor use of proceeds and projects
6. Undertake post-issuance audit
7. Publish impact report 

Issuing a green bond
1. Get rated 
2. Get market intelligence on the 

currency, tenor and size you’re aiming 
at.

3. Decide on underwriters based on the 
above

4. Register with local regulator 
(i.e., securities and exchange 
commission)

5. Issue prospectus
6. Comfort Letter/Due Diligence (if 

applicable)
7. Roadshows and sales effort 

8. Launch bond 
9. Price and allocate bond
10.Communicate to the capital market
11.Monitor secondary market 

Issuing a regular bond



• Share international experience and best practices
• Help regulators develop Green Bond Guidelines or Regulations
• Help policy-makers consider incentives to support the development of a local 

green bond market
• Facilitate demonstration issuances by national or local governments by 

• Providing technical assistance on the green bond process
• Developing a roadmap for the issuance
• Developing a Green Bond Framework
• Helping to identify eligible green projects 
• Facilitating the delivery of second opinions/verifications/certification of the 

Green Bond Framework by an independent third party reviewer
• Advising on reporting commitment and communication strategy
• Developing use of proceeds and impact report

World Bank technical assistance for green bond 
issuers



World Bank Group support:
• Identified opportunity to leverage 

Malaysia’s role in Islamic finance to 
combine the “sukuk” and the green 
bond

• Undertook diagnostic assessment 
for feasibility 

• Awareness campaign with line 
ministries; financial intermediaries; 
banks; institutional investors; rating 
agencies; and potential issuers

• Capacity building for local green 
bond/sukuk certifiers

• Technical assistance to issuers for 
the issuance of sukuk

Developing the green “sukuk” market in 
Malaysia
• On July 27, 2017  Tadau Energy 

Sdn Bhd issued the first green 
sukuk in the world to raise 
MYR250 million ($59 million) to 
finance a 50MW solar power plant 
in Malaysia

• Four other green sukuk and a 
green bond have been issued in 
Malaysia since

• Local rating agencies established a 
methodology for green sukuk 
rating

• Large institutional investors 
incorporated ESG in their strategic 
asset allocation 

• Republic of Indonesia issued a 
sovereign green bond ($1.25 bn, 
February 2018)



World Bank Group support:
• Established a high-level green 

bond steering committee
• Developed the green bond 

framework
• Helped identify eligible projects
• Provided guidance on reporting 

and impact indicators
• Facilitated external review
• Currently the World Bank is 

providing technical assistance to 
help Fiji develop its post-issuance 
impact report

First sovereign green bond by an emerging 
market: Fiji
Date of issuance: November 1, 2017
Aggregate size: F$100m ($50 million 
equivalent)  
First tranche: $40 million equivalent
Investors: 
• Domestic commercial banks 
• Institutional investors 
Second tranche: $20 million 
Third tranche $26.62 million
Final tranche $13.38 million 
(listed on London Stock Exchange on 
April 18, 2018)
External Reviewer: Sustainalytics
(Second party opinion)
Use of Proceeds: Sustainable 
management of natural resources, 
renewable energy, water and energy 
efficiency, clean and resilient transport 
and waste water management



Common questions in the minds of issuers

Why would I issue 
a green bond? 
What’s in it for 

me?

Where do I 
start?

What qualifies 
as green?

Which 
standard 
should I 
follow?

Who should lead 
– Treasury or 
Environment?

How do I 
disclose 

refinanced 
projects? 

Who will 
buy these 
bonds?

Which 
indicators do I 
use to monitor 
and disclose 

impact?

How are 
other issuers 
doing this?

How long do I 
have to report 

the flow of 
funds?

How do I segregate 
the green bond 

proceeds?
Will all this be 

very 
expensive?Do I have to disclose 

the flow of funds on 
a project by project 

basis? 

Does the green 
bond account 

need to be 
audited?



Challenges of reporting

1. Lack of a standardized procedure

2. Lack of knowledge about environmental reporting

3. Limited resources

4. Lack of coordination between Treasuries and operational 

units or project owners overseeing or closer to the 

investments

5. Inconsistent use of metrics

6. Project owners may not be collecting environment-related 

information systematically

7. Some data may be confidential



World Bank Guide

Objectives:
1. Clarify the processes issuers 

can follow
2. Ensure transparency and 

consistency
3. Promote similarity in 

reporting and allow investors 
to compare the impact of 
their investments across 
issuers 

http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/768111536944473808/WB-Green-Bond-Proceeds-Management-and-Reporting-Guide.pdf

http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/768111536944473808/WB-Green-Bond-Proceeds-Management-and-Reporting-Guide.pdf
http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/768111536944473808/WB-Green-Bond-Proceeds-Management-and-Reporting-Guide.pdf
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Looking back: 
Journey towards harmonized reporting
World Bank collaborates with MDBs and others for reporting and frameworks that 
set standards for issuers and investors to understand and report on the social 
impact value of investment, in addition to financial terms.
Project Documentation Project Stories Newsletters Investor Impact Report

Harmonized reporting:

- Joint Report on MDBs’ climate finance: 
Annual collaborative effort to make public since 2011, 
MDB climate finance figures for developing and emerging 
economies, together with a clear explanation of the 
methodologies for tracking this finance. 

- Harmonized impact report for investors:
World Bank convened informal working group on impact 
reporting in 2014 that lead to the first harmonized 
framework for impact reporting used by the World Bank 
and other issuers. This work was expanded by EIB, and 
now ICMA hosts the impact working group lead by EBRD 
and KfW. 



Increased momentum: 
National, regional and global initiatives
• Green Bond Principles and Social Bond Principles 

(ICMA GBP and SBP)
• World Bank-UNEP Roadmap for a Sustainable 

Financial System
• EU Commission's High-Level Expert Group on 

Sustainable Finance (EU HLEG)
• FSB Task Force on Climate-Related Financial 

Disclosures (FSB TCFD)
• Network for the Greening of the Financial Sector 

(NGFS)
• Prince Charles’ Accounting for Sustainability (A4S)
• Global Green Finance Leadership Program (GFLP)
• Sustainable Banking Network (SBN)
• Sustainable Stock Exchanges 
• G20 Sustainable Finance Study Group

 Focus on urgency and reporting, transparency, 
harmonized information, and data and standards



Looking forward: 
Focus on environment, social and governance 
factors for all investments
• ESG and project impact data is a big focus for all 

investors. Green bonds are a catalyst for ESG  and 
sustainable investing. World Bank’s Green Bond 
Proceeds Management & Reporting Guide provides 
standardized framework for Public Sector Issuers.  

• Investors are increasingly incorporating environmental, 
social and governance (ESG) criteria in all their investment 
decisions, and starting to use the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) as a framework for reporting to show impact. 

• The World Bank (IBRD) issues USD 50 billion per year in 
AAA/Aaa-rated bonds to finance sustainable development. 
Bonds issued by organizations like the World Bank are a 
natural fit for investors integrating ESG criteria in their 
investment process and looking for impact.

• 2018 GPIF/World Bank Group joint research report 
highlighted solutions for integrating  sustainability 
considerations into fixed income portfolios. 

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/246031536956395600/pdf/129937-WP-Green-Bond-Proceeds-Management-and-Reporting.pdf
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Methodology

1. Based on the Green Bond Principles

2. Builds on the Harmonized Framework for 
Impact Reporting using hypothetical portfolio

3. Client focused: Questionnaire to public sector 
issuers in Fiji, Indonesia and Malaysia

4. Feedback from international green bond 
investors

5. Based on the World Bank Green Bond Impact 
Report

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/246031536956395600/pdf/129937-WP-Green-Bond-Proceeds-Management-and-Reporting.pdf
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/343311520466168445/pdf/report-impact-green-bond-2017.pdf


Green Bond Principles

Green bond 
proceeds are to be 

applied for 
environmental 
(or “green”) 

projects with an 
indicative list of 
eligible project 

categories.  
Refinancing is 
allowed and 
recommends 

disclosing share of 
refinancing and 
look-back period 
for refinanced 

projects. 

The net proceeds of the 
Green Bond, or an 

amount equal to these 
net proceeds, should be 

credited to a sub-
account, moved to a 

sub-portfolio or 
otherwise tracked by the 
issuer in an appropriate 
manner, and attested to 
by the issuer in a formal 
internal process linked 
to the issuer’s lending 

and investment 
operations for Green 

Projects.

Recommends issuers to 
disclose their overall 

sustainability 
objectives, the process 

used to determine 
eligibility of green 
projects, and the 
process to manage 
environmental and 
social risks of these 

projects.  Recommends 
an issuer’s process for 
project evaluation and 

selection be 
supplemented by an 

external review.

Recommends annual 
reporting of the 

amounts allocated and 
results of the eligible 
green projects until 

“full allocation, and as 
necessary thereafter in 
the event of material 

developments”.   Use of 
qualitative and, when 
feasible, quantitative 

performance 
measures/indicators.

Process for project 
evaluation and 

selection Management of 
proceeds

Reporting

Use of Proceeds

https://www.icmagroup.org/green-social-and-sustainability-bonds/green-bond-principles-gbp/



Management of Proceeds 

Option 1: 
Separate Green Account (The issuer creates a separate bank account 
to deposit the bond proceeds)

Option 2: 
Sub-Account (The issuer credits the green bond proceeds to a general 
account where all other funding is deposited, but simultaneously sets a 
green subaccount to transfer funds only when the green projects 
require funding.)

Option 3: 
Virtual Green Account /Cash  Account (The actual transfers to the 
projects take place through the issuer’s own financial management 
system, with the virtual green account reconciling equivalent debits to 
the original bond amount.)



What is a Green Bond Impact Report?



Virtual Approach (hypothetical portfolio)



Recommended Approach: 
Impact Reporting

• Use existing reporting systems and build up to fully 
detailed quantitative reporting

• Base impact reporting on the expected environmental 
impact (ex-ante) of the projects and update as more 
information becomes available

• Report until the bond matures or until the green projects 
are completed, whichever is latest

• Report on a project-by-project basis, where feasible. 
Where not feasible – for confidentiality reasons; large 
number of underlying projects – report on a sector or 
portfolio



THE WORLD BANK TREASURY

Project-by-Project Reporting Template 



THE WORLD BANK TREASURY

Reporting Template (cont.)



THE WORLD BANK TREASURY

Aggregating projects by sector or category



• Report on the basis of the share of the project’s total investment 
cost that the issuer has financed with green bonds 

• Report impact based on amounts disbursed and outstanding to 
a project (as opposed to amounts committed)

• Reference methodologies used for metrics and limitations in 
data where applicable; add notes on assumptions

• Include social benefits where possible: 
• qualitative description of the communities or population being 

targeted and,
• include as indicator number of people benefiting from the project 

when feasible

Conventions for Reporting



Contact Us
Farah Imrana Hussain, Senior Financial 
Officer, World Bank Treasury
Laura Tlaiye, Consultant, World Bank 
Treasury
fab@worldbank.org

Heike Reichelt, Head of Investor Relations 
and New Products, World Bank Treasury
greenbonds@worldbank.org

World Bank Green Bond Proceeds Management & Reporting Guide

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/246031536956395600/pdf/129937-WP-Green-Bond-Proceeds-Management-and-Reporting.pdf
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/246031536956395600/pdf/129937-WP-Green-Bond-Proceeds-Management-and-Reporting.pdf
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All photos, graphics and content © World Bank  
• This presentation has been prepared by the World Bank (International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, IBRD) 

for information purposes only, and the IBRD makes no representation, warranty or assurance of any kind, express or 
implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any of the information contained herein. 

• No Offer or Solicitation Regarding Securities. This presentation may include information relating to certain IBRD 
securities. Any such information is provided only for general informational purposes and does not constitute an offer to sell
or a solicitation of an offer to buy any IBRD securities. All information relating to securities should be read in conjunction 
with the appropriate prospectus and any applicable supplement and Final Terms thereto, including the description of the 
risks with respect to an investment in such securities, which may be substantial and include the loss of principal. The 
securities mentioned herein may not be eligible for sale in certain jurisdictions or to certain persons. 

• Consult with Advisors.  Investors considering purchasing an IBRD security should consult their own financial and legal 
advisors for information about such security, the risks and investment considerations arising from an investment in such 
security, the appropriate tools to analyze such investment, and the suitability of such investment to each investor's 
particular circumstances. 

• No Guarantee as to Financial Results. IBRD does not warrant, guarantee or make any representation or warranties 
whatsoever, express or implied, or assumes any liability to investors regarding the financial results of the IBRD securities 
described herein. 

• Each recipient of this presentation is deemed to acknowledge that this presentation is a proprietary document of IBRD and 
by receipt hereof agrees to treat it as confidential and not disclose it, or permit disclosure of it, to third parties without the 
prior written consent of the IBRD. All content (including, without limitation, the graphics, icons, and overall appearance of
the presentation and its content) are the property of the IBRD. The IBRD does not waive any of its proprietary rights 
therein including, but not limited to, copyrights, trademarks and other intellectual property rights.
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